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Agreement patterns are analysed in the relative clauses we classify as disjunctive, i.e. clauses with
coreferential terms Ant(ecedent) and Relative pronoun) co-occurring as independent entities. The
Ant-Rel agreement in the syntactic context examined, by transferring the government-imposed status
of Ant from the main to the subordinate (relative) clause, fails to display the syntactic position of the
Rel-represented Ant from the perspective of the relative clause. From this point of view, the conflict
between Ant-Rel agreement and Rel-centred government will be studied on the case representation,
real or virtual, with the linking operator alladi.
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I. The relative clauses (RCs), presented in the following inquiry, rely on a
linking nominal, relative pronoun (Rel), coreferential with another nominal, head
noun or antecedent (Ant), which is part of another clause. The status of these
coreferential terms widely differs: while the Ant is always present, the presence
or absence of the Rel, in the type of RCs examined, depends on the definiteness
state of Ant. The definiteness-state dependency of the Rel may be illustrated by
the following examples (RCs in these introductory paragraphs are put into square
brackets):
II. Rel-represented Ant in subject position:
(l)Ant: definite - Rel: overtly expressed:
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ar

- ragul

def man nom
Ant

who
Rel

-u

[ladm äta] “ih t man who died”;1

died

(2) Ant: indefinite - Rel: unrepresented:
ragul- u- n [māta]“di man who died” (as against mäta ragul-im “a man died”);2
nom indef
(definite article; indefinite article); nom(inative))

RCs linked through the Rel to the Ant, occurring beyond their clause limit,
which separates both coreferential terms from each other (hence the term disjunc
tive RCs),3 contrast with RCs whose Ant and Rel are fused together in a single
linguistic entity (Ant/Rel) within the same clause (hence the term conjunctive
RCs).4 Zero-representation of the Rel in the 11(2) RC type will not alter the dis
junctive classification of the latter since the deletion of Rel is here merely substi
tuted for the absence of its indefinite variant. The attributive function of disjunc
tive RCs further contrasts with a variety of functions possibly performed by con
junctive RCs may stand for any position represented by NP in a simple sentence
(see §2), e.g.:
[alladi māta] kāna zam īl-ī “that who died was my friend”
Ant/Rel died

was friend my

For obvious reasons, conjunctive RCs can provide no relevant data for the
study of Ant-Rel agreement phenomena that are, in disjunctive RCs, evidently
superior to those imposed by the RC government. In conjunctive RCs, by the
absence of Ant as autonomous entity, Ant/Rel is directly assigned the case value
1 The definite article al- of alladi, unlike with other nominals, is written unhypenated, since
there is no indefinite counterpart of the latter; in syntactic contexts calling for the missing
indefinite form, the Rel is deleted; the paradigm of alladi: sing, masc.: alladising, fern.: aiiatī;
dual mase.: alladäni (nominative), alladayni (oblique: gen/acc); dual fern: aiiatāni (nomina
tive), allatayni(oblique: gen/acc); plur. masc.: alladma; plur. fern: aiiātī, aiiawāti, allā’ī). The
definiteness-state dependency needs some closer consideration. Most of its special issues, how
ever, are of no direct relevance to the subject of this inquiry. Some of them:
- the deletion of alladi coreferential with a generically defined Ant, as in: hum/u/l-fawārisu
yahmüna n-nisāfa “they are chevaliers who protect women” (i.e. They personify all qualities
and ideals of chivalry in respect to women"); or inversely:
- the use of the Rel after some types of indefinite Anťs: min nisfiyawm in (indef. gen.) alladi
miqdäruhu ‘alfu sanatin “of half of the day whose length (equals) 1000 years” (Reck. 427:
Tabari), and the like
2 The indefinite article -n is mostly treated as a joint case-and-indefiniteness marker: -un for
nominative, -in for genitive, and -an for accusative (tanwln).
3Adjektivische Relativsätze (Reckendorf 1921), Relativsätze welche die Qualifikation eines Nomen
bilden (Socin 1899, Brockelmann 1969), Attributsätze {,Syntax 2001, 2003, Fischer 2002).
4 Substantivische Relativsätze (Reckendorf 1921) ; Relativsätze welche keinem Nomen
beigegeben sind (Socin 1899, Brockelmann 1969); Relativsätze {Syntax 2001, 2003, Fischer
2002); relative pronoun alladi, as a fused Ant/Rel operator, is with some authors called
substantivisches Relativpronomen {Syntax 2003).
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by the main-clause governor with no respect, once again, to that of the RC. De
spite marked structural and functional differences between the two types of RCs,
specific problems associated with the Arabic relativization are substantially the
same in both cases.
111. Grammatical categories shared by Ant and Rel: definiteness (D): definite
(def), indefinite (indef); gender (G): masculine (masc), feminine (fern); number
(N): singular (sing), dual, plural (plur); case (C): triptotic nominals: nominative
(nom), genitive (gen), accusative (acc); nominative and oblique (obi): affix-marked
masculine and feminine plurals, masculine and feminine duals; indefinite diptotic
nominal: nominative and oblique. For a full-scale statement of the distribution
and inventory of category markers, inter-categorial relationships and restrictive
interdependencies, see reference grammars of Standard Arabic.
Not all these categories behave uniformly in the process of agreement. Let us
consider the following sentences:
(1) ar-ragul-u [lladl mäta] ‘‘the man who died”;
Ant
Rel
Shared categories: D, G, N:
Ant: definite, masculine, singular;
Rel: definite, masculine, singular;
Unshared category: C (verb-related categories, like person, verbal voice,
etc., of no direct relevance to the matter, will be disregarded);
Ant: nominative;
Rel: zero;
(2)
’in na r-ragul-a[lladlm ätaj “theman who died”;
Shared categories: as above;
Unshared: C:
Ant: accusative;5
Rel: zero;
(3) ar-ragul-äni [llad-äni mäta] “the two men who died”;
d-m-n
(=)
(d(ual)-m(ascuiine)-n(ominative); (=) the same as the preceding; dual inflections of
will no longer be presented in segmented forms (see a/är/z paradigm in 11, n. 1))

Shared: D, G, N, C:
Ant: definite, masculine, dual, nominative;
Rel: the same as with Ant.
112. The category transfer in the interval of Ant-Rel coreferentiality may pro
ceed harmoniously or else may be stigmatized by a variety of conflicting con
straints. It proceeds harmoniously only with categories that do not interact with
category functions (marked by case values) imposed by way of the RC govern
ment. This conflicting nature of the Ant-Rel agreement, viewed from the perspec5 Ant in the position of subject emphasized by an accusative-governing sentence introducer
’inna“behold, verily (mostly left untranslated)” transfers its case value by way of agreement to
the Rel irrespective of the role it plays in the RC.
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tive of the RC government, will be briefly, though with some idiosyncrasy, re
ferred to as Rel-representation failure (RRF).
Interaction between the agreement-transferred form, from the perspective of
the main clause, real or virtual, in accordance with inflectibility of the Rel-representing nominal (fl), and government-controlled function, from the side of the
RC, in the Arabic type of relativization invariably virtual (f2), may result in two
possible relationships:
f 1 = f2 (correspondence)
f 1 ^ f2 (incorrespondence)
From this point of view, the set of shared categories in the syntactic context
examined falls into two distinct groups:
(3) non-conflicting (nc) categories, marked by the correspondence between fl
and f2 (henceforward represented by category symbols as given in 111) : catego
ries D, G, and N.
(4) conflicting categories, characterized by the potential lack of such corre
spondence; they will be noted by the category symbol combined with the type of
fl-f2 relationship that may incidentally take the form of (4.1) correspondence or
(4.2) incorrespondence between the case form displayed by Ant-Rel agreement
and that called for RC government; with C/ase/, the only conflicting category in
the syntactic domain examined, the notation of the fl-f2 in/correspondence will
take the form outlined in the following paragraph. Agreement restrictors unre
lated to the RRF-constraint, such as non-human reference of the head noun in the
plural, invariably imposing a feminine singular to the agreeing element, or pre
subject position of the verb, reducing the range of agreement of an invariably
singular verb to gender, are here disregarded.
113.
The RRF-constraint, imposing the government-controlled condition of
the main clause (MC) to the Ant-Rel agreement, is responsible for the specific
nature of the fl-f2 relationship that is a mirror picture of the RC-govemed Rel in
most, perhaps all, inflected IE languages, at the very least. The correspondence or
incorrespondence of fl-f2 values, depending on the incidental compatibility or
incompatibility of the MC and RC governors, are largely unpredictable. Inciden
tal fl-f2 correspondences, independent of the RC governor, cannot alter the con
flicting nature of the fl-f2 relationship.
With Rel, represented by alladi, where the dual is the only subcategory of
number to inflect for case (x), the fl-f2 relationship takes the following form:
f l : x — real, formally represented, agreement-transferred values, assigned to
Rel by the MC-govemment, as far as case inflections are available, or:
f l : v-x — virtual, when case inflections are missing;
f2: v-x — virtual, unrepresented case-values, theoretically assigned to Rel by
the RC-govemment in accordance with those assigned to a NP at its deep-structure positions; the v-x notation will be maintained irrespective of incidental corre
spondences or incorrespondences of virtual case values; only one exception to
this rule will be admitted:
f2: x notation that will be used with incidental fl-f2 correspondences of real
case values represented by dual case inflections.
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The difference between non-conflicting and conflicting categories will be il
lustrated once again on the model examples (1) and (2) each of them presented in
two equally divided parts, one for the domain of Ant-Rel agreement, and another
one for the syntactic contex of RC government:
(1) /ar-raéul-u lladí! mäta: categories subject to agreement: D, G, N, C (the
latter with the dual only):
non-conflicting (nc) categories: D, G, and N; no fl-f2 conflict occurs in the
domain of the MC-controlled agreement (agreement restrictors operating inde
pendently of the RC governors (see 112 (4) will be ignored);
conflicting (c) category: C; conflicting interaction between the MC-controlled
agreement and RC-govemment (fl: v-nom/MC-assigned virtual agreement);
ar-ragul-u /lladí mäta! categories subject to government: C (for the restriction
of the government-controlled categories to case, see 111 (1) above); the case as
signment to Rel by way of the RC government is made impossible in Arabic, as
already seen, by its being already assigned by the channel of agreement in tune
with the MC governor. Apart from the subject position of the Rel, which is im
plicit and unmarked, all other functions have to be marked by analytic indicators:
referent pronouns (exceptions to this general rule, as not directly relevant to the
matter, will not be discussed in this paper);
nc-categories: as above;
c-category: C (f2: v-nom/RC-assigned virtual-agreement);
fl: v-nom, f2: v-nom (correspondence);
The fl-f2 correspondence may wrongly be interpreted as the result of a non
conflicting relationship despite the quite incidental and unpredictable coincidence
of two identical syntactic functions that may be dissolved by each modification of
the underlying construction. Let us revisit the 111(2) RC:
(2) ľinna r-ragul-a lladí] mäta
nc-categories: as above;
c-category: C (fl: v-acc/MC-assigned agreement);
dnna r-ragul-a Hladímāta/ 6
nc-categories: as above;
c-category: C (f2: v-nom/RC-controlled agreement),
fl: v-acc, f2: v-nom (incorrespondence).
114.
Disjunctive RCs Classified (Rel-represented Ant in subject position):
Since the definiteness state of the Ant and Rel is an implicit feature in alladi
RCs (see § 1 above), it will not be specified in annotations. For more simplicity
and transparency, morphemic segmentation and related grammatical notes will be
reduced to inflections pertaining to the Ant and Rel in the following way:

6 The dividing line between the main clause and the RC, ambiguously marked by the two
differently framed parts of the complex sentence, further reflects the fairly ambiguous status of
the Rel as part of the main clause (Reckendorf 1920: 426; Syntax i: 29; ii: 146) or else, as an
indivisible part of the RC, the latter in tune with the common linguistic intuition and widely
accepted linguistic insights in this respect (see 3 in what follows).
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Ant: gender, number and case; category markers with respective category val
ues will be presented in segmented form, as morphemes, only with affix-marked
categories in contrast to pattern-marked (introflective) categories □ in the ex
amples quoted, pattern-marked plurals or /broken plurals" ? will simply be noted
as such, followed by gender and case values; unsegmentable cases, disguised by
the phonemic evolution ("weak stems"), will be marked by their respective casevalues only;
Rel
{ald,etc., written unhyphenated): gender, number and case; case-values,
however, indicated in the fl-f2 relationship only; Ant-Rel agreement
incorrespondences, unrelated to the RRF-constraint, such as Ant"s non-personal
plural agreeing with Rel"s feminine singular, will be noted with no further com
ments.
Rel and the fl-f2 relationship, as classificatorily criterial, will be quoted at the
heading of each paragraph.
1141. Classified by virtual case values (Rel: singular, plural):
Rel: alladl: masc-sing — fl: v-nom - f2: v-nom;
Ant:
u:alāh-masc-sing-nom: "God":
allähu lladl halaqas-samäwäti
wal-’ar“daIt is God who created the heavens
and the earth” (Q, 32: 4);
The same as above (with Ant:
ir-u:ašä°masc-sing-nom: 'the p
kadaba
š-šäciru lladl qala
qabll... “Falsely spoke the poet w
time . ..
“ {Tarjum
än,25; E 87);
Rel:
aldn.masc-plur — fl: v-acc, f2: v-nom;
Ant:cibād-ahu.-broken plural, masc, -a/acc/,
: “his servants”:
dälika lladlyubašširu Iiāhu
cibādahu lladlnaiva- camilū s-sāl
the good news that God gives to his creatures who believe and do good” (Q, 42: 23);
Rel:
aläG
:fem-plur — fl: v-nom - f2: v-nom;
Ant:
’umma(h)-āt-u-kum
: āt/-fem-plur/,
-kum /"your"/
mothers":
hurimat
°alaykum
. . . ’ummahähikum(u)“unlawful (for
marriage) are your foster mothers . . .(i.e. women considered as mothers by hav
ing nursed you at their breasts)” (Q, 4: 23);
Rel: aiiā tī:fem-plur — fl: v-gen, f2: v-nom;
Ant:
(bālu) n-niswat-i,broken plural, fern, -//gen/: “women's (mind, getting
along)”:
(irg ľ
’ilä
rabbikasalhu:)m
f- ā
balu
“(Go back to your Lord and ask him:) How fare the women who had cut their
hands?” (Q, 12: 50);
Rel: alladma . . . wa-lladīna : masc-plur — fl: v-nom - £2: v-nom;
Ant: ’asm (1-harb-i): 9asrā: broken plural, masc, /nom/,7(-/ /gen/): “prisoners
of war”:
7 A broken-plural pattern that does not inflect for case: /nom/ is a virtual value derived from the
subject position of the Ant in the main clause.
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yadhulufihädä
t-tabāduli
’asrāl-harb-illadīnayulā
hūkim ū li-’asbäbin ginä’iyatin ’aw gayrihä {Leg,72) “Prisoners of war against
whom a penal prosecution may be pending, as well as those sentenced for crime
or other offence, shall be included in this exchange”
32);
Rel: a lla ff: fem-sing8— fl: v-acc - f2: v-nom;
Ant:
I ’innal
'ahkām-a
wa-qawānīn-anon-personal plurals, 7/z/?a-ac
(see note 3): “rules and regulations”:
’inna
’ahkāma
wa-qawānīna l-quwā l-caskaríyai
l-madanīyīna gtiyäza hutUfil-qitāli.
. . tazal
i: 71) “Rules and regulations of the armed forces of the parties, which prohibit
civilians from crossing the fighting lines . . . , shall remain in effect”
31);
Rel:
allafff:em-sing — f 1:
v-gen - f2: v-nom;
Ant: (qiyädata) l-quw w -āt-i: -a//fem-plur/,-//obl: gen/: “(command) of
the forces”;
yatawalla l-qācidu 1cāmmu
qiyädata
l-q
i: 35) “The Commander-in-Chief shall command the forces placed under his com
mand”
{Leg,ii:16);
Rel: alladina: masc-plur — fl: v-gen - £2: v-nom;
Ant:
l calā-l
. .. l-culam ä'-i I’āhar-īna:/m
scholars';
fa-kāna
dälika
yugizuhu
ca-yuhniqwalä husDmihi
lladina
kānū yattabŕ
Onaš-šäficiya
’aw “m
älikand that annoyed him a
tated him against his opponents, other scholars who followed (the doctrine of) aš{al-’A
y8ām
, 0);
ŠäficI or Māiik”
11411. A complex sentence with several RCs does not presuppose their struc
tural identity and different RC-types may freely co-occur. In the following ex
ample a disjunctive (Ant - Rel) RC combines with a conjunctive (Ant/Rel) type:
Rel:
:aldimasc-sing — fl: v-acc - f2: v-nom;
Ant:
rabb-a-kum:masc-sing l-aacc,
/ 'your': 'your Lor
Ant/Rel:
ladin:masc-plur — fl: v-acc - f2: v-nom:
{yä
’ayyuhä
n-nāsu)
/u /cbudū rabbakum /u/ lladi hal
qablikum“(So, O you people), adore your Lord who created you as He did those
before you” (Q, 2:21);
1142. Classified by real case values (Rel: dual):
It would be perhaps possible to proceed another way by claiming that a zeromarker is compatible with anything. Nevertheless, assigning the zero-marker the
highest ranking value of a Joker card would hardly yield a true mapping of the
agreement-govemment conflict. A whole series of evidently conflicting relation
ships would appear harmonious and the first checking of virtual and formally
unrepresented values against real case inflections, restricted to the dual, would
offer a different picture. A unified approach to the functional characteristics of
members of the a//aú7paradigm, irrespective of the nature of their case represen
tation, has to provide more evidence for assessing value of some older and recent
8 Agreement constraints unconnected with RRF (see 112 and 112(4)) will be ignored.
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controversial hypotheses about the nature and structural limits of RCs in respect
to their main clauses. As I will attempt to show later (§ 3), some of these hypoth
eses, evidently motivated by what has been earlier labelled Rel-representation
failure (see 112 above), seem to oppose several widely accepted standards and
linguistic insights.
Some examples:
Rel:
allatayni
:fern-dual-obl: acc — f l : acc (real, transferred by agree
from the perspective of MC-govemment),
f2: v-nom (virtual, imposed by RC government):
Ant:
ar-rakc-at-ayni
/:fem-dual-obl: acc/: “two rak'as”:
sallä r-rakcataynillatayniqabla 1-magribP “he performed (lit. prayed) two
that precede the evening prayer (lit. that /are due/ before the sunset prayer)” (Reck.,
429: Ibn Sacd);
Similarly:
Rel: alladäni:masc-dual-nom — fl: nom - f2: nom;
Ant: ar-ragul-āni: /masc-dual-nom/ 'the two men':
’ayna
r-raguläni
lladäni
dahalä ’ilayka“Where are themen who
to you tonight? (Gen., 19: 5);
Rel:
Ant:
ries':

aladayni:masc-dual-obl: acc — fl: obi: acc - f2: v-nom;
mandüb-ayni mufawwad-ayni:/masc-dual-obl: acc/: 'two Plenipotentia

cayyanāli-hi
īdā
1-garadi mandübayni mufaw
wazlra
1hariglyati;
alladyni
.
. . ittafaqacalā
myalī(Leg, 55(they) have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries . . . the Prime Minister . . . (and)
the Minister of Foreign Affairs who . . . have agreed as follows”
25-26);
Rel:
alladayni :masc-dual-obl: acc— fl: obi: acc - f2: v - nom;
Ant: as-suhufly-ayni: /masc-dual-obl: acc/: “two journalists”:
qäbala
s-suhufíyayni
lladayni wasalä“he mettwo journalists
who came to Cairo” (Oliv., 183)
Rel:
allatayni
:fem-dual-obl: acc — fl: obi: acc - f2: v- nom;
Ant:
al-qi$sa-tayni: Ä
em
,dual, obi: acc/ 'two stories':
halqara’ta
1-qissatayni
llatayninuširatämagallati 1-kätibi“did
two stories that were published in the magazine Al-Kätib?” (ibid.);
12. Rel-represented Ant in non-subject positions:
The syntactic position of Ant in the main clause, transferred by agreement to
Rel irrespective of the RC governor, may be formally marked (a) by the absence
or (b) presence of the referent pronoun (rp).10 The former case characterizes all
9 With elision of the predicate-marking personal pronoun
“they two (dual)”:
rakcatayni
llatayni
humā
qabla
1-magribi.
10 Socin 1899 and newer editions:
rückbezüglichesBrockelmann 1913:
weisendes Pronomen;Blau 1965:
pronoun
referrHoles
1995:
resumptivepronoun;Wise 1974: 88:pronouoperative in the
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RCs so-far examined, in non-subject positions, the rp specifies the function by the
type of phrase whose modifier (governed constituent) it substitutes: NP > N+rp
(noun phrase: attribute), YP > V+rp (verbal phrase: direct object, indirect object
in co-occurrence with direct object or various clausal substitutes of the latter, etc.);
PP > P+rp (prepositional phrase: indirect object, various types of adjunct-type
modifiers), and the like.
For f2, the transformationally arranged chains of sentence-structure symbols,
which have to represent particular instances of the 'non-subject" position of the
Rel-represented Ant, are reduced to those directly related to the Rel's case value.
The referent pronoun is sometimes omitted and the loss of its distinctive func
tion has to be compensated by the context:
The rp is present:
Rel: aiiatī: fem-sing (see n. 8) — fl: v-acc - f2: v-acc —> fl + VP > V + rp
(hafarü-hä: 'they have dug it');
Ant: ’ābār-a (l-m ā’-i): broken plural, fern, non-personal, /acc/ 'the wells (of
water)':
wa-nabaša (’ishäqu) ’ābāra 1-mā’i Iiatī hafarühä f ī ’ayyämi ’ihrāhīma ’ablhi
“Isaac dug again the wells of water that had been dug in the days of his father
Abraham” (Genesis 26: 18);
The rp is missing:
Rel: allaß,: fem-sing — fl: v-gen - f2: v-acc - > f l + V P > V + 0 (hafaru: 'they
have dug')
Ant: ( can/i/) l-b i’r-i: /fem-sing-nom/: '(about) the well':
wa-’ahbarūhu can/i/1-bľri lia ti hafarü “and /they/ told him about the well that
they had dug” (ibid. 26: 32);
or:
Rel: alladani: masc-dual-obl: nom — fl: nom - f2: v-acc —> fl +VP >V+ 0
(idafanat '/they/ have buried /them/');
Ant: al-gazal-ani: /masc-dual-obl: nom/: 'two gazelles':
humā 1-gazaläni lladäni dafanat gurhumun fíha “they are two gazelles which
the Gurhumites have buried over there” (Reck. 429: Ibn Hišäm);
121. Classified by virtual case values (Rel: singular, plural):
direct object:
Rel: allati: fem-sing — f l : v-nom - f2: v-acc —> f l + V P > V + rp( cayyana-hā:
The/ has appointed her');
Ant: al-mar9atu: /fem-sing-nom/: 'the woman':
hiya 1-mar9atu lla ti cayyanahā r-rabbu li-bni sayyidl “/let her be/ the woman
whom the Lord has appointed for my master's son”, properly: /she is .. . /; (Gen.
24: 44);
(direct object + hāl)\
of the head noun in other than subject position in the RC; Fleisch 1968: pronom de rapel; etc.).
Referent pronoun (rp), as used in the present study, partly coincides with the considerably
wider and innovatively applied concept of the Kopulativpronomen, recently introduced by the
authors of Syntax 2003 (§ 7.1.5.1, see also p. 146).
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Rei: alladi: masc-sing — f l : v-nom - f2: v-acc —>fl + VP > V + rp (
. . J camQdanl1 have set it up . . . /for a pillar/ ')
Ant: hädä 1-hagar-u: /masc-sing-nom/ 'this stone':
wa-hādā
1-hagaru lladi
’aqamtuhucamūda“andthisstone,
which I have set up for a pillar, (shall be God's house)”
28: 22);
hu

annexion-type attribute:
Rel:
:aldimasc-sing — f l : v-nom - f2: v-nom —> fl + VP > V + NP > N + rp
{dukkmu-hu: 'his shop');
Ant:
al-hayyāt-u:/masc-sing-nom/ 'the taylor':
(minhum
hādā
1-hāggu)
. . . al-hayyātu
1-kuttäba
. . “. (Among them was this Mecca-pilgrim). . . the taylor whose shop
stood almost exactly opposite the Koran school. . .”
83);
direct object:
Rel: a lla tl: fem-sing — fl: v-gen - f2: v-acc —> fl + VP > V + rp (dir-obj:
tadacu-hā: '/they/ shall place it');
Ant:
(taw zfu) l-quw w -āt-i:-äľ/fem-plur/, -//gen'(distribution) of the (armed)
forces';
taw zlcu 1-qi
iw w ātilla t
I tadacuhā
d-dawla
{Leg,
3i: 5); “The distribution of the armed forces which the two Contracting
States shall place under his command”
{L16);
indirect object:
Rel:
aläf:fem-plur — f l : v-gen - f2: v-acc —» fl + VP > V + rp (indir-obj:
tu’tOna-hunna:'you deny them') (+
mā-RC (dir-obj));
Ant:
(fi)yatām
ā(see note 5) /gen/,
an-is(about)
'
orphaned women';
( allähuyuftlkum
fíhinna
/fī n-nisā’i/w a-m āyutiä
n-nisä’i-lläd
lā-tu’tūnahunna
(mākuüba(Q, 4: 127) “(Godhas
you instructions about them /women/. You also read them in the Book) concern
ing orphaned women to whom you deny (their ordained rights)”.
adjunct:
Rel:
:aldimasc-sing — fl: v-gen - f2: v-gen —> f 1 + VP > V + P P > P + rp
{Iwaqafal
'fl-hi:/he had stood/ in it');
Ant:
( ’iiā)
/i:1-m
akānmasc-sing-genľ'(to) the place':
wa-bakkara
’ibrählmu
f l 1-gadi
’ila
l-ma
“Abraham went early in the morning to the place where he had stood before the
Lord”
{Gen.,19: 27);
Rel:
aldlna:masc-plur" — fl: v-acc - f2: v-gen —> fl + VP . . . P + rp
{Ihadamhi-ka!bi-him
:/ 'I have served you/ for them');
Ant: nisa ’-/ / le m-p1ur+possessive
-Im
' y', unmarked
for gender: masc-plur, the same/: 'my wives and my children':
’actin īnisä’I wa-’awlādīlladlnahadamtuka “Give me my wives and my
children for whom I have served you”
{G
e30: 26);
11 Rel-representing nominals with no gender distinction may refer to mixed-gender head nouns.
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122. Classified by true case inflections (Rel: dual):
direct object:
Rel: alladäni: masc-dual-nom — f l : nom - f2: v-acc —> f 1 + VP > V + rp
(dakara-huma'/he/ mentioned them /dual/');
Ant: sayf-ā
(1-hārit-i):-ā/masc-dual-nom/,
'two swords /of al-Hārit/':
sayfa 1-hāriti lladäni dakarahumäcalqamatu“ivjo swords of al-Härit mentioned
by cAlqama (lit. that °A. has mentioned)” (Reck., 427: YaqQt);
Rel:
aladayni:masc-dual-acc — fl: acc - £2: acc — fl + VP > V + rp (kāna
...
yabnūna-humā'/they/ were building them /dual/');
Ant:
al-madih-at-a/fem-sing-acdwal-buig-a/masc-sing-acc/ 'the city and the tower':
fa-nazala
r-rabbu
li-yanzura
l-madīnata
yabnünahumä “The Lord came down to see the city and the tower, which mortals
(lit. Adam's sons) had built”
(Gen.,11: 5);
indirect object:
Rel:
altni:fem-dual-nom — fl: nom - f2: v-gen —» fl + VP > V + PP > P +
rp
(/qäla/
la-hum
ä(he
' said) to them /dual/);
Ant:
al-mar’-/äni:atfem-dual-nom/ 'two women':
al-mar’atäniIiatāniqāla IiāhuIahumā.“two women to whom God said . . . ”
(Reck., 427: Ibn Sacd);
attributive modifier:
Rel:
aldäni:masc-dual-nom — f l : nom - £2: v-gen —» fl + VP > V + NP > NP
> N + rp (/
’ankarta!m
āka'w
n-hu/you denied/ their existence, lit. existence of
both of them)';
Ant: al-’amr-āni: /masc-dual-nom/ 'two things':
al- ’amrāni
lladäni
’ankartakaw
nh“um
ātwo things whose existence you de
nied” (Reck., 427: Tabari);
2. Structurally contrasting conjunctive RCs (illustrative comparison).
The reduction of Ant-Rel interval of coreferentiality to
(Ant/Rel) inevita
bly leads to substantial changes in the functional orientation of the resulting RC.
The function of this RC can no longer be derived from its modificative relation to
an autonomous Ant but, instead, it is directly imposed by the MC government.
The functional stereotype of Ant-Rel RCs, results from an invariable Ant-related
head-modifier relationship, which cannot be, in this syntactic environment, other
than
attributive,irrespective of the configuration of the f 1 - f2 relationship. The
stereotype of attributiveness of the latter RC-type contrasts with the functional
diversity of conjunctive, Ant/Rel RCs, no longer related to an autonomous Ant:
Ant-Rel RCs: (attributive):
’a crifu
r-ragula
lladi g ä’a“I know the man who has come”:
i.e. fl: v-acc - £2: v-nom — Rel in subject position;
gä’a
r-ragulu li’adacrifuhu‘The man (whom) I know has come”:
i.e. fl: v-nom - f2: acc (—»fl + VP > V + rp:
know him') ? Rel
in object position;
Ant/Rel RCs: (multi-functional):
’a°rifu lladigä’a(object clause) “I know that who has come”;
i.e. fl: v-acc - f2: v-nom — Ant/Rel in subject position;
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gā’a
lladl
’y a cnifu(l subject clause) “That who has come knows me” — Ant/
Rel in object position, etc.
From this point of view we cannot classify RCs, like
can-i1- ’atfali “I saw the one who /that who/ (fem) is responsible for the children”
in terms of disjunctive (viz. attributive) RCs as
146, n. 3) did under
the heading of Attributsatz(see also note 14).
21. Ant/Rel in subject position:
211. Ant/Rel classified by virtual case values (singular and plural):
Ant-Rel:
ald:masc-sing — fl: v-nom - f2: v-nom:
’and
lladl
’askO 1-kaläla
(Tarjumän,
29“ . . . and '
tigue” (E, 103);
Ant/Rel:
w
a-ldn:masc-plur — f l : v-nom - f2: v-nom —>fl + P P > P + rp
(la-hum'Ithey/ will get', 'they will be aflicted by') + NP . . . :
wa -lladlna y u ’diina
rasQla
Iiāhi lahum (Q, 9: 61) “For tho
who offend the Apostle of God there is painful punishment”;
Ant/Rel:
alladlna
. . . wa-lladlna
:masc-plur— fl:
yarfacu lldhu lladlna
’āmanū minkum
58:
11) “God will raise those of you who believe, and those who have knowledge, in
position” (see also 323);
Ant/Rel:
aldn:masc-plur — fl: v-acc /indir-obj/ - f2: v-nom (
e
substitutes for dir-obj):
wa-baššir/i/ lladlna
’āmanū
wa-camilū s-sälihä
min tahtihā 1- ’anhāru (Q, 2:25) “Announce to those who believe and have done
good deeds, glad tidings of gardens under which rivers flow”;
Ant/Rel:
I ’innallm
adn: asc-plur — fl: v-acc- f2: v-nom:
'inna
lladma
y a ’kulQna
’amwāia
l-y
butOnihim
(āranQ, 4: 10) ‘Those who devour the possessions of the orphans
unjustly devour only fire /lit.
in their
bellies
Ant/Rel:
na:ldmasc-plur — fl: v-acc /indir-obj/ - f2: v-nom (the dir-obj
status of the topicalized element /in nominative:
Tleli'/, moved to the
sentence-initial position, is marked by the rp at the deep-structure trace of the
latter: VP > V + rp /
wacda-hāl'/he/ has promised it';
an-nāru
wacadahāIiāhulladlna
arū(Q
2kf 2:72) “Hell, which God has p
ised the infidels (lit. 'those who are infidel')”;
2111. Some types of RCs cannot be classified in terms of case-based fl-f2
relationships referred to a unique Ant/Rel, since the case-function of f2 is being
assigned by another clause with an autonomous subject-predicate relationship,
independent of Ant/Rel. The following imperative sentence, marks the object po
sition of Ant/Rel:
Ant/Rel:
G
:w
a-lfem-plur — f l : v-nom - f2 > replaced by an imperative sen
tence:
(fa-stashadū
c-hin'a:lybring . . . to give evidence');
wa-llätl y a ’tlnaI-fahišata
m in
nisä’ikum
minkum “If any of your women is guilty of fornication, bring four of your men to
give evidence” /lit.: '/if/ those of your women who commit fornication. . . '/ (Q, 4:
15);
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or:
Ant/Rel:
w
a-ldäni:masc-dual (see n. 11) — fl: nom - f2 > imperative sen
tence: {Ja’adü-humä:'punish both of them');
wa-lladäniy a ’tiyänihä
(al-fahišata) minkům two men among
you are guilty of it (fornication) then punish both of them” (Q, 4: 16);
212. Ant/Rel classified by real case inflections (dual):
Ant/Rel:
alladayni :masc-dual-acc — fl: acc - f2: v-nom:
rabbanä
’arinā
Iladayni
’adallänä
min(a) wal- ’insi (Q 4
show us those among the jinns and men who have led us astray”;
2121. Syntactic constraint earlier labelled as RRF (see 112) is invalidated in a
number of special cases, such as topicalized Ant’s in a subject position whose
Rel’s introduce RCs operating as predicates:
Rel: alladäni: masc-dual-nom — fl: nom - £2: nom;
Ant: / ’inna/ camm -ay-ya: -a_Wmasc-dua 1-ob1:acc/. -ya /possessive: 'my'/: 'my
two paternal uncles';
’inna
cammayya
lladäni
qatalä-m
ulū“kamy two paternal uncles are t
who have killed the kings”
(G
vi,i 565: Ahtal);
22. Ant/Rel in other than subject position:
221. Classified in v-x-values (singular and plural):
direct object (rp deleted):
Ant/Rel:
’aladm
i: asc-sing — f l : v-acc - f2: v-acc —» fl + VP > V + 0 (
0:'I love ľ\\ľ):
hayfa’u lā-tahwālladi
’a(hw
ā
arjum
än,T25) “A slender one, she l
which I love” (E, 92);
Ant/Rel:
ladi:masc-sing (non-personal) — fl - f2: as above:
'she
desires /it/'; in English context: 'she desired'):
wa-fl
°arafatin
°araftu
lladi turld(arjT45) “And at cArafat I perceived
what she desired” (E, 145);
direct object (rp expressed):
Ant-Rel: lbi-1
lm
adi: asc-sing (used as a generic term, possibly referring to any
number) — f l : v-gen - f2: v-nom —» fl + VP > V + rp (
1 love them'):
’a-cin
daka
bi-lladl
’ahwä-hucilm un jum
än3{T
ar4) “Hast thou any knowledge
of those whom I love?” (E, 119);
indirect object:
Ant/Rel:
Isi
'rāt-alladm
n: asc-plur: '/the path of/ those'? fl: v-gen - f2: v gen ? fl +
VP >V + P P > P + rp/
’ancam ta cy-hial'You blessed them'/:
Lord/ t o ) .
{ihdinä).. .
sirä
fa lladlna
’ancamtac“al(Guide us
path of those You have blessed” (Q, 1: 6);
3.
Highly specific agreement strategy in the Arabic
clauses we call dis
junctive markedly differs from that used in relativization by many inflected lan
guages of the world. To present this strategy comprehensibly enough there is no
need to draw a fine line of distinction between Modem Standard and true Classi
cal Arabic of the Koran and canonized literature of the Middle Ages since, in its
basic structures, it is substantially the same.
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In the light of frequently discussed assumptions, alternatively argued for or
against, or simply ignored, any Arabic sentence with a RC of the type we call
disjunctive may be segmented in one of the following ways. The earlier used
technique of framing will be resorted to once again:
(1) !caraftu r-ragul-a Hladí mäta
I knew the man (acc) who died

(2) ! caraftu r-ragul-a lld3ī]māta
The two frames mark main clauses as opposed to their respective RCs or, in
other words, delimit structural boundaries of each of these four clausal segments.
Each way of segmenting results from primary theories about what a (complex)
sentence is and what it may consist of. The same theories underlie any mode of
segmenting special sentences including the two structural presentations of the RC
quoted.
31.
The former way of determining structural limits between MC and RC, that is
the 3(1) sentence with a RC whose Rel is incorporated therein, will readily be ac
cepted by any linguistically aware speaker of most, perhaps all inflected IE lan
guages as something intuitively natural and compatible with his linguistic insight.
The Rel as a member of the RC apparently dominates both the theory and
descriptive practice in most/all languages with formally marked Ant-Rel
coreferentiality, such as IE (in contrast to e.g. Altaic) languages.12Neither is this
structural feature put into question in recent works, at least some of them, dealing
with Arabic, notwithstanding the fact that the origin of the Arabic relative clause
has to be sought for in the primitive coordination syntax (Beeston 1970: 49) or
perhaps 'apposition syntax'. For the English 'a man whom I met yesterday told
me', Arabic offers as its equivalent la man - 1 met him yesterday - told met, and
this RC structure is still in force with indefinite Ant's (ibid.), as might be seen also
in some of the examples introducing the present study: ragulun mäta . . . “a man
who died . . .”, structurally rewritten: 'a man - he died' (see 'definiteness-state
dependency' in relation to 11(2) RC).
The 3(1) interpretation of the MC-RC relationship is sometimes perceived as
contrasting with the theory of early Arab grammarians: ‘Adjectival clauses 13are
considered by Arab grammarians to be complete sentences in themselves, and the
relative adjective is in fact merely a 'link\sila ) between it and an antecedent noun
in the main clause. That this is so is indicated by the fact that if the antecedent of
12 B. T. Downing: “ . . . a relative clause incorporates, as one of its terms, a nominal which is
coreferential with a nominal outside of the clause. Neither nominal need be expressed overtly,
although presumably one or the other must”. “Some universals of Relative Clause Structure”,
in: J. H. Greenberg (ed.) 1978: Universals o f Human Language. Vol. 4. Syntax, pp. 375-418.
13 Adjectival clauses', perhaps the most commonly used term for RCs with formally expressed
Ant-Rel coreferentiality correspond to what we call disjunctive RCs (see also notes 3 and 4
above).
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the adjectival clause is the object of its verb, a so-called "resumptive" pronoun
refers back to the antecedent, agreeing with it in number and gender: ’alqissatu
llatJ qara9ahā "the story which he read", qissa qara’ahä "a story he read"” (Holes
1995: 229).
32.
Another part of both earlier and recent studies in the Arabic relative-clause
syntax advances quite a different theory, which overtly opposes the conceptual
and methodological basics traditionally applied to the syntactic analysis of IE
languages, as well as the widely accepted linguistic insights and intuitive knowl
edge about language. It must be recognized, however, that reasons for relegating
the Rel to the structural domain of the MC as one of its constituents are worth
consideration, let alone the still influential tradition established by the early Arab
grammarians. Before embarking on critical remarks, let us consider some authen
tic arguments in favour of the 3(2) segmenting of (definite disjunctive) RCs:
“Attributsätze haben in indogermanischen Sprachen ihr Äquivalent im Relativsatz.
In vielen Darstellungen der arab. Grammatik wird diese Bezeichnung auf den
Attributsatz des Arabischen übertragen. Die Struktur des arab. Attributsatzes ist
von der des Relativsatzes indogermanischer Sprachen jedoch grundsätzlich
verschieden, und zwar auch im determinierten Attributsatz mit sog. Relativpro
nomen. Anders als im Relativsatz indogermanischer Sprachen ist das Relativ
pronomen ’al-ladī kein Bestandteil des Attributsatzes. Das Relativpronomen ist
im Arabischen ein Attribut des Kemnomens und fungiert als Allomorph des
Determinators, der am Nomen als Artikel ’al-, am Satz als ^/-/^/"erscheint. Daher
ist die Bezeichnung "Relativsatz" für die Syntax des Arabischen ungenau und
wenig geeignet, obwohl sie sich in den meisten Darstellungen eingebürgert hat.
Wir unterscheiden zwischen "Attributsätzen", die als Attribut eingebettet sind, und
"Relativsätzen", bei welchen das Relativpronomen selbst das Kemnomen darstellt,
dem ein Attributsatz appliziert wird” (,Syntax 2001: 29, n. I).14
Basic arguments of the paragraph quoted have been somewhat earlier stated in
substantially identical words: “Das Relativpron. gehört eigentlich zum Hauptsatz;

14 Substantially the same interpretation of the RC structure is advanced in Syntax 2003: 146:
“Anders als beim Relativsatz in den indogerman. Sprachen ist das Relativpronomen im Arab,
kein Satzglied des ihm zugeordneten Attributsatzes, sondern ein syntaktisches Glied des
übergeordneten Satzes. Der Bezug des Attributsatzes auf das Relativpronomen wird durch ein
kopulatives Personalpronomen . . . herstellt. Das Kopulativpronomen vertritt im Attributsatz
das Relativpronomen und steht jeweils an der Stelle, an der das Relativpronomen stehen müßte,
wenn es Glied des Attributsatzes wäre. Je nach der syntaktischen Position fungieren die
verschiedenen Allomorphe des Personalpronomens als Kopulativpronomen . . . ra’aytu l-latī
hiva 1-mas’ülatu °an-il-’atfali3 saw the one who (fern) is responsible for the children'... hādā
m ā wagadtu-hu hunāka 'that is what I found th e re '.. . “. For (mostly) semantic reasons, how
ever, we cannot identify relative operators, like aiiatīor mā, with Ant's, coreferential with hiya
or -hu in wagadtu-hu, nor classify the above sentences in terms of what Syntax presents as
Attributsatz (see note 3). From the set of Kopulativpronomen allomorphs only those with non
subject application coincide with our referent pronoun (rp). The pronominal operator in the
nominal sentence quoted above {hiya 'she') is no more than a copulative pronoun ('/she/ is')
substituting for the missing copula, seemingly free from any aspect of relativization.
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im Nebensatz weist ein nominativisches, genitivisches oder akkus. Personalpron.
darauf zurück” (Reckendorf 1921: 426). The Reľs independence of the RC-govemment and its MC-membership are presented as interconnected features by
Baranov (1963: 502).
No mention of the Reľs MC-membership may be found in the influential works
of Brockelmann (1913), Fleisch (1968), and others.
321. The rel, as ambiguous sentence member oscillating between MC and RC
in linguistic descriptions, points to the conflict between two government strate
gies:
(1) The MC-related strategy, transferred by agreement from Ant to Rel, typical
of Arabic:
(1) in virtual (v-x) notation (Rel in singular or plural):
fl: v-acc - f2: v-nom:
qäbaltu 1-mumattila lladi yaskunu hālīyan fí 1-qähira
“I met the actor who is recently dwelling in Cairo”;
(ii) in real (x) notation of fl (Rel in dual):
fl: acc - f2: v-nom:
qäbaläi 1-mumattilayni lladayni yaskunäni häliyan fí l-qahira
“I met the two actors who are recently dwelling in Cairo”;
(2) The RC-related strategy, peculiar to many other languages across the world,
at the very least, to most, perhaps all, inflected IE languages, such as Latin, Ger
man or most Slavic, with some residual traces even in the highly analytic English.
Let us take one of the above quoted English sentences to reshape it on the Arabic
model. Hypothetic priority granted to the MC government would lead, in English,
to an ungrammatical RC structure (with MC-govemed Rel underlined):
* I met the actor whom is recently dwelling in Cairo.
When applying to English the criterial fl-f2 relationship with the same
intepretational conventions as previously applied to Arabic, notably with fl for
MC-controlled, and f2, for RC-controlled case values, we obtain: fl: v-acc - f2:
nom.15
In English, which is not an ideal representative of the RC-based relativization
strategy, the MC-RC conflict is substantially the same as that observable in the
Arabic MC-based model, even if reshaped in a reversed order. The reversal is due
to the reversed priorities granted to the MC and RC governors.
322. Incorporation of alladi into the MC-structure creates a number of theo
retical problems touching on the very nature and operative capability of (disjunc
tive) RCs. The counterproductive concentration of both coreferential terms, Ant
and Rel, in one single clause, namely the MC, is seemingly the most serious out of
the set. A similar assumption necessarily comes to oppose the primary and funda
mental linking function of coreferentiality that underlies and supports the very
modifying function of the RC.

15 For the notation of virtual (v-x) and real (x) case values of the Rel-represented Ant in the
classificatorily criterial fl-f2 relationship see §113.
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The priority of the MC-govemment, formally expressed by the Arabic AntRel agreement, does not seem to be a really compelling argument in favour of
such a radical and disturbing assumption, not to speak about an even more dis
turbing addition of a lexically void linking operator to the MC that might be able
to function as a self-contained syntactic unit, as an independent sentence com
plete in itself.
The Arabic Ant-Rel agreement, controlled by the MC-govemment, displays
its MC-dependence through case-values assigned to the Rel. That exactly the lat
ter feature (cf., RRF, §112) is the chief argument for theory of the MC-membership of Rel may also be confirmed by dialectological studies dealing with ana
lytic, that is caseless (in the present context) colloquial varieties of Arabic. Here,
no such assumption has ever been advanced and a rather opposite view in favour
of the RC-membership of the Rel is mostly stated in explicit terms. At least one
example from a syntactic description of Egyptian colloquial Arabic: “Clearly, one
of the conditions for any type of relativisation is the identity and coreference of
the head noun and a noun in the embedded (or conjoined) S. The noun in the
relative clause is pronominalised, unless it is the subject of the clause, in which
case it is deleted” (Wise 1975: 88).
323.
When leaving aside intuitive feeling about how language works in comple
menting, exacting and refining cmde facts by the vast stock of verbal, phrasal or
clausal modifiers, and when passing over well-established linguistic facts and
related meta-assumptions about modifying and, in particular, modifying through
relativization, we may still find a subsidiary domain to look for answers to still
unanswered questions. Textual and stylistic analysis seem to be such a promising
field for examining the relative integrity and autonomy of sentences and sentenceconstituting clauses. The crucial problem of the Refs membership to one or an
other clause of a RC-containing complex sentence or, more explicitly, the ques
tion of its disconnection from the structure of a MC (in opposition to the Arab
linguistic tradition), may be examined on stylistically modelled anaphoric chains
of alladi- RCs. Except the first RC, immediately following its MC, all other RCs
may form an indefinitely long series of appositions, related "from distance" to the
unique MC at the beginning of the chain. Since all RCs but the first are separated
from their respective MCs (and so are Reľs from their respective Ant"s) by pro
gressively increasing inter-clausal distances, the assumption of the Rel"s status as
constituent of the MC structure seems to lose thereby a part of its cogency.
In symbols adpoted, an anaphoric chain of alladi - clauses would yield the
following picture: MCj + (Rel + RC)j + (Rel + RC)2+ . . . + (Rel + RC)n.
Some examples (for the sake of transparency, each RC but the first, of the
continuous text quoted, will be written in separate lines):
m inhum hādā 1-hāggu... al-hayyātu(X) lladlkäna dukkänuhuyaqäduyuqäbilu
1-kuttäba,
(2) wa-lladl käna n-näsu m ugm icīna calä wasfihi bi-l-buhli wa-š-šuhhi,
(3) wa-lladl käna muttasilan bi-sayhin m in kibäri 9ahli t-turuqi,
(4) wa-lladlkäna yazdarll- culamā9a gami°an li- ’annahum ya ’hudüna cilmahum
min(a) 1-kutubi lä can(i) s-suyühi,
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(5)
wa-lladīkāna yarn
’anna l-cilma s-sahīha
lladlyahbitu
°alāqalbikam in cinda IIāhi.83-4).
“Among them (religious scholars) was this Mecca pilgrim . . . the taylor (1)
whose shop stood almost opposite the Koran school, (2) who was unanimously
described by (his fellow-) men in terms of avarice and greed, (3) who maintained
relation with one of the most renowned Sufi sheiks, (4) who despised all scholars
because they drew their knowledge from books and not from sheiks, (5) who
believed that the true scholarly knowledge is only the God-inspired knowledge
descending from God to your heart. .. ”.
The fl-f2 relationship of ReTs widely differs. With the understanding that fl,
in the text quoted, invariably equals v-nominative, f2 will be assigned the follow
ing values (for the sake of transparency, only the directly relevant morphemes will
be segmented to match the symbols they are related to):
(1) v-genitive (viz. dukkänu l-h a yyā t-i) ? fl
VP
dukkänuhu)
V
>
(kāna)
+NP(dukkānu-hii)> N (dukkan-) rp (-hu)\
(2) v-genitive (viz.
wasfu-i)lhayt? fl + (V
NP (an-msu). NP
(/ calá
wasfiKhi)> N (
wash!-)+ rp ( -hi) . . . ;
(3) v-nominative (Rel-represented Ant in subject position);
(4) v-nominative as above;
(5) v-nominative as above.
The same may be found with any member of the
-paradigm with any
configuration of the f 1 - f2 relationship, as in the case of
in the following
anaphoric chain (with the Rel exhibiting, this time, a uniform (fl: v-nom - f2: vnom) relationship):
tumma
minhum(u)
1-fu
yuq n ’ūnahuli-n-nāsi,
wa-lladīnakānūyumayyizūna
wa-yatasammawna
“hamalata kitäbillahi”,
n-nāsi
wa-n-nisā’i
hässatan,
känat gamharatuhum
85). “Then there were among them also the educated who could read the Koran
and teach others to recitate it, who kept themselves apart from (the officially rec
ognized) scholars and named themselves “Porters of the God's Book”, and who
were in contact with the illiterate people, especially women, and most of them
were blind.”
Asymmetric representation of Ant-Rel clauses is of common occurrence even
in scholarly texts, as in
(alladi.
. .dī:i\vw
a-l-gen - f2: v-nom):
nucawwila kulla
t-ta°wīli
°alā l-gumhūri 1-mutaqqafi1-hi
tastaw°ibu
tawä’ifuhw a-fi’ātuhu
durüba’ädäbi wa-lladl
tacallama
1-fushä
wa-’ušríbadaw
q“hä(we can fully rely on that exclusive public
of the educated), that public whose particular groups and classes (are able to)
grasp various sorts of scholarly disciplines, arts and literature, and who have been
instructed in the standard language and who are imbued by its exquisite flavour”
(M uškilät, 33).
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For Koranic quotations (Q) and their English translation, see Al-Qur'ān. A Contemporary
Translation b y A hm ed Ali, Princeton University Press, New Jersey 1984; the translation of
Biblical samples is that of The Holy Bible, New Revised Standard Version. Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Zondervan Publishing House 1989.
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ABBREVIATIONS:
al-’A y y ā m > Husayn, Tāhā. 1936.
GvG 2> Brockelmann C. Bd. 2. 1913.
Gen > Genesis > Bible.
Leg i> Mansoor, M. Vol. i.
Leg ii > Mansoor, M. Vol. ii.
Muškilät> Taymür, Mahmüd.
Q > Koran.
Reck. > Reckendorf, H. 1921.
Syntax 2001 > El-Ayoubi et al., Part I, vol. 1.
Syntax 2003 > El-Ayoubi et al., Part I, vol. 2.
Tarjumän > Nicholson, R.A., 1911(poetry); E > English version of the verses quoted.

***
acc(usative);
Ant(ecedent);
C > case;
c-categories > conflicting categories;
D > definiteness (def/indef);
def(inite);
dir(ect) obj(ect);
f 1 - f2 > §112 f.;
fem(inine);
G > gender;
gen(itive);
indefinite);
indi(ect) obj(ect);
masc(uline);
MC > main clause;
N > number (sing(ular), dual, plur(al));
nc > non-conflicting categories;
nom(inative);
NP > noun phrase;
P > preposition;
PP > prepositional phrase;
RC > relative clause;
Rel(ative pronoun);
rp > referent pronoun;
RRF > Rel-representation failure (§112);
SC > subordinate clause;
V > verb;
VP > verb phrase;
(v-x) > virtual case-values; (x) real case-values marked by true case-inflections;
* introduces paragraphs with examples drawn from recent MSA sources.
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